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1 OVERALL INFORMATIONS ABOUT SAFETY 

1.1 Goal of this handbook 

This handbook has been written by the builder and it is to be considered a 
fundamental part of the set of ELVEM motors. Therefore it must be always kept 
togheter with the motor till its dismantling in order to be within reach for its users 

and/or those in charge for the maintenance. Before any operation with or on the 
motor it is compulsory for the personnel to read this handbook carefully. In case 

this handbook gets lost, ruined or anyway difficult to read, a copy of it must be 
requested either to the authorized retailer or directly to ELVEM. This handbook has 
been designed by the builder of the electric motors to provide all the information 

necessary for those who are authorized to run operations – such as installation, use 
and repair – in safety.  

These guidelines are valid for electric motor three-phase series: 6SM, 6XM, 6SH, 
6XH, 6PM, 6PH, T2A, T2H, TSM, 6AP, 6AV, 6AT, 6ATK, 6ATC, 6ATH, 6ATKH, 6ATCH, 

TAT, TATC, TATK, 6AKTH, 1ATC, 1ATK, 1ATCH, 1ATKH, 7SM, 7XM, 7SH, 7XH, 7PM, 
7PH, 7AP, 7AV, 7AT, 7ATK, 7ATC, 7ATKH, 7ATCH, 7AKTH and for electric motors 
single-phase series: 6MY, 6MYT, 6MYTH, 6ML, 6AM, 6AMH, 6AMK. 

ELVEM keeps the right to modify, expand or improve this document, however 
without lessening the worth of this handbook either on the side of adequacy or on 

the side of safety. 

 

 This handbook deals with the main topics related to explosion-proofing and it 

is to be considered part of the handbook with operating and maintenance 

instructions for three-phase, totally enclosed, squirrel cage motors with 

enclosure rating IP 65.  
 

1.2 Builder liability 

The builder disclaims all responsibility in case of: 

 Use of the motors against national safety laws 

 Missing or wrong observance of the instructions provided in this handbook 
and in the handbook for the use and maintenance of asynchronous 
threephase motors, totally enclosed, squirrel cage motors with enclosure 

rating IP 65 

 Problems with the power supply 

 Modifications or tampering 

 Operations run by non-trained personnel 

 

The safety in the motors is also due to the observance of the indications provided in 
this handbook. Read carefully the instructions for the use and maintenance and 

keep to all the recommended precautions, too. In particular it is necessary to: 

 Work always within the operational limits 

 Have maintenance done by qualified personnel 

 Use only original spare parts 

 

 The indications provided near the sign above, are displayed exclusively in the 

equipment meeting the Directive ATEX 2014/34/EU. 
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Warning! The instructions contained in this handbook do not substitute but 
summarize the duties derived from the regulations in force about safety. 

 

The procedures for the setting up and maintenance must be performed in no 

potentially explosive atmosphere by trained personnel and the power supply 

must be sectioned. The equipment belonging to group II (not for use in 

underground parts of mines as well as those parts of surface installations of 

mines endangered by firedamp and/or combustible dust) and category 3GD 

can be used in zones 2 and 22, it is not likely to have an explosive 

atmosphere, by means of flammable gases or dusts, while normal working; 

use the motor together with other devices only if these can 

operate at least in the same zone. The features of the explosive mixture must 

keep to the data of the maximum temperature written on the rating plate. 

In case of use of the motor in explosive atmosphere because of air/dust 

mixture, the minimum firing temperature of the dust cloud must be higher 

than the value on the rating plate, multiplied for the coefficient 1.5 to which 

75°K must be added if you can presume a deposition of dust layers lower 

than 5 mm. 

 
 

For a use in compliance with the Directive ATEX 2014/34/EU, keep to 

the technical data on the rating plate and the documentation that must be 

always together with the equipment. 
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1.3 Labelling 

Each motor is equipped with a rating plate which contains the principal technical 

information related to its functional and constructive features. All the data on the 
label must be reported on the possible orders for spare parts. 
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1.4 Hazardous areas and zones 

The hazardous areas are those in which explosive atmosphere may be generated 

under given conditions. 
Users, under their own responsibility, must classify hazardous areas as indicated in 

the European Directive 1999/92/EC. 
The EN 60079-10-1 provides the criteria for the classification of the hazardous 
areas according to the chemical composition, the physical features and the quality 

of the substances used, together with the frequency and the period of time in which 
it is likely for an explosive mixture to be generated. 

The criteria for the areas that are potentially explosive because of combustible 
dusts are described in EN 60079-10-2. 
 

 
 
1.4.1 Classification of the hazardous areas into zones 

The european directive 1999/92/EC, classifies the potentially explosive areas 

according to the indications provided in the table below. 

Working area with GAS Working area with 

DUST 

Risk level in working area 

Zone 0 Zone 20 Explosive atmosphere  
ALWAYS HIGH 

Zone 1 Zone 21 Explosive atmosphere  
PROBABLE 

Zone 2 Zone 22 Explosive atmosphere  
NOT PROBABLE 

 Ex  
Warning sign for potentially explosive areas Directive 99/92/CE 
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1.4.2 Equipment categories 

LEVEL OF 
PROTECTION 

granted by the 
equipment 

MINE SURFACE 

Category Category for GAS Category for DUST 

Very high M1 1G (zone 0) 1D (zone 20) 

High M2 2G (zone 1) 2D (zone 21) 

Normal NOT FORESEEN 3G (zone 2) 3D (zone 22) 

 
1.4.3 Temperature class (for atmosphere with gas) 

Fire point of the 

explosive 
mixture (°C) 

Temperature 

class 

Maximum surface temperature of the 

electric equipment with ambient 
temperature of 40°C 

               

 
             °C                               F                                                                                                                

higher than 450 T1 450 842 

from 300 to 450 T2 300 572 

from 200 to 300 T3 200 392 

from 135 to 200 T4 135 275 

from 100 to 135 T5 100 212 

from 85 to 100 T6 85 185 

2 TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS 

The motor has been developed and manufactured for use in industrial areas in 
zones classified as 2-22 (for categories 3G and 3D). 

The motor is adapt to work where the following environmental requirements are 
met: 

Temperature between – 20 °C and + 40 °C, Relative humidity: ≤80%. 

The motor has been designed, built and tested to work under safety conditions 
with gas/vapours with minimum auto-ignition temperature higher than 135°C. 

Users must make sure that the electric plant powering the motor has been 
properly made safe against explosion and that the document on protection 
against explosions has been written, as recommended in the Directive 

1999/92/EC. 

The electric part of the motor has been built in accordance with the Directive 

2006/95/EC (limited voltage) and to the Directive 2004/108/EC (EMC). 
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3 FEATURES OF THE MOTORS 

All the typical informations about motors as: 

 mechanic and electric features, 

 technical data, 

 dimensions and proportions, 

are thoroughly described in the product catalogue. 

4 TRANSPORT AND STORING 

Give immediate notice about any possible damages occurred during the 

transportation. In these cases do not start the motor. Close the eyebolts for the 
transport: they are designed only for the weight of the motor, therefore the 

transportation of heavier loads is not allowed. If necessary use means and 
devices for transport specifically recommended for heavier loads (i.e. cables). 
Before starting take all the transport devices away. Those devices must be kept 

for further possible transportations. If the motors are to be stored, please follow 
these indications: 

 do not store in the open air, 

 choose a dry place, 

 choose a sufficiently clean, dust-free environment which has no vibrations 

(≤0,2 mm/s) in order to avoid any damage to the bearings, 

 do not store for too long because this brings to a lower endurance of the 

grease, 

 before starting gauge the insulation resistance. With values lower than 1 kΩ 
for each volt of rated voltage dry the winding. 

 

Motors must not be stored in potentially explosive areas. 

Before using the motor, clean the earth-connections and the housing by 

removing any possible dust and/or oxidized parts. 
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5 INSTALLATION 

For the installation of the motor please consider the following: 

 make sure that no damages have occurred during transportation; 
 carefully remove the components of the plant from the wrapping material 

and any other protective devices; 
 make sure that the value of the voltage on the rating plate is the same as 

the voltage of mains;  
 the surfaces in contact with the electric bonding and the rating plate must 

not be varnished; 

 the accessories for cable inlet and for closing all unused holes must be in 
compliance with EN 60079-15 for electric motors Ex nA, gas group IIC; in 

accordance to EN 60079-31 for electric motors Ex tc, they also must grant a 
minimum protection level IP65 in accordance to EN 60529; 

 set the motor on a flat surface; 

 make sure that the bearings or the flange are well fixed and that in case of 
direct joint the motor is perfectly aligned; 

 avoid resonances equal to the frequency of the motor revolutions or twice 
the network frequency; 

 make the rotor rotate manually in order to verify the absence of any 

dragging; 
 verify the rotation sense removing the joint; 

 key (extract) the output components (i.e. joint, belt pulley, etc.) only using 
apt devices (shrinking-on). Avoid not allowed tension on the pulley (ref. 
catalogue par. technical sheet); 

 the type of balancing is indicated on either the front of the shaft or on the 
plate (H = half keyway, F = full keyway). When assembling the output 

components, please take care over the balancing. In case of half keyway 
balancing, remove the protruding visible parts of the keyway; 

 in the models in which the shaft is with the end downwards, use the 

protective cover. If the end of the shaft is upwards, use a cover preventing 
any penetration of external parts into the fan; 

 make sure there is sufficient ventilation; 
 do not hinder ventilation. The discharged air, together with the air coming 

from other groups, must not be immediately re-aspirated; 

 with ambient temperatures not between – 20°C and + 40°C, please contact 
ELVEM; 

 
 The installation must take place in a non explosive atmosphere. 

 The atmosphere of use must meet the indications for minimum surface 

temperature written on the rating plate in compliance with ATEX 

regulations.  

 Set protective devices in order to prevent dangerous dust/liquid 

residues near the protruding shafts and seals. 

 As one-way-screw safety device feed some liquid dope to the die of all 

the screws used to fix the motor to the housing. 

 Make sure that the imposed load is not bigger than the values for 

which the motor has been designed. 
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5.1 Guidelines for the electric connection 

The operations for the connection to the electric network (valid for auxiliary circuits, 
too) must be performed in compliance with the following indications: 

 any operation on the plant must be run by trained personnel; 
 the motor must be disabled and isolated; 

 make sure that a casual start can not occur; 
 make sure that there is no voltage; 
 going beyond the tolerance limits indicated in EN 60034, part 1 (voltage 

±5%, frequency ±2%, shape and symmetry of the sinusoidal curve) 
brings to an increase in heat and influences the electromagnetic 

tolerance. 
 consider the information on the plate and the circuit scheme in the box 

for the connection; 

 with the three-phase 380V network, the motor with the plate delta/star 
230/400V is star-connected according to the picture on the cover of the 

terminal board; 
 the delta/star 230/400V motor can be connected to the three-phase 220V 

network but it must be delta-connected. The squirrel-cage motors are 

connected to the network by means of three pole switch, three pole 
safety switch, motor or contactor; 

 if the network does not sustain the direct input voltage, the motor can be 
started by means of a star/delta commutator, which is possible only in 
motors where the connection of the winding for rated voltage is delta; 

 with such a start you can not forget that the starting current falls to one 
third of its value but also the starting moment falls to a third of its value, 

therefore this start is to be recommended only in the machines without 
load; 

 the electric connection must be made in order be long-lasting and safe 

(do not leave any protruding end in the wires). Make safe connections; 
 attain to the driving torques for the connection of the terminal boards: 

 

 

Thread M4 M5 M6 M8 M10 

Driving 
torque 
(Nm) 

0,6…0,12 1,8…2,5 2,7…4 5,5…8 9…13 

 

   make sure that in the box for the connection there is neither foreign body, 

nor dirty/humid parts. Close the unused pipe unions and the box itself to 
prove the presence of dust and water; 

   when testing without output components secure the keyway; 

   in the motors with brake, please verify the working before the starting 
process; 

   you can change to contrarotation interchanging the two phases. If the 
change to countrarotation occurs often, you must use the reversible 

switch; 
   the working motors must be protected against short circuit, overload and 

recovery voltage; use the fuses, contactors with induction relays and 

circuit breakers. 
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6 START 

Before starting make an overall check of the motor to make sure that all the 

indications about installation presented above have been applied.  
In particular, please: 

 make sure that the voltage of the motor is equivalent to the one expected 
and that the position of the motor after assembling is right; 

 check the union of the connecting link, close all its dies and secure the 

cover of the terminal board without damaging the gasket; 
 verify the rotation of the motor manually; 

 once the fuse is inserted, check if there is voltage in all the phases and 
eventually measure their value. 

Stop using the motor if anomalies occur and contact ELVEM. 

 
 

Before starting please check: 

 The ATEX conformity of every attachment connected to the machine; 

 The compatibility between the ambient atmosphere of the place where the 

motor is meant to work and the indications in the rating plate; 

 The maximum surface temperature of the motor must not exceed the 

value marked on the plate; 

 When the installation is completed clean the motor removing dust layers in 

order to prevent dust thicker than 5 mm. 

 

7 USE 

When using the motor please very carefully keep to the following indications: 

 vibration intensity ≤3,5 mm/s (PN ≤15 kW) or ≤4,5 mm/s (PN > 15 kW) when 

working without the joint is negligible; 

 if anomalies – like increase in temperature, noise, vibration – occur, disconnect the 

motor. verify the cause of the anomalies and possibly contact ELVEM; 

 do not remove in any case the protective devices even when testing or maintaining; 

 the use of motors with forced ventilation is allowed only when the external fan is on. 
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8 MAINTENANCE 

 Before any maintenance intervention make sure that the power supply of the 

motor is off disabling it and then activate all the safety devices; 
 Use only original spare parts following the indications provided in the 

catalogue for the motors; 
 Substitute the bearings considering what follows: 

A. 20.000 machine-hours in bipolar motors; 

B. 40.000 machine-hours for non bipolar motors 
 Re-grease three years after the first use at the latest; 

 With oilless bearings grease the motor while the motor is working. 
 

Before starting any maintenance, make sure that: 

    The power supply of the motor is disconnected; 

    There is no potentially explosive atmosphere; 

    The external part of the motor has no dust layer to prevent dust 

thicker than 5 mm; 

    The indications for installation, start and maintenance have been 

observed. 

 

 
The user must periodically: 

 check the bearing layer (manual movement). When finding imperfections, 

substitute the bearing; 
 clean and grease the connections of the motor earthed system; 

 remove the dust from the electric parts. 
 

Contact ELVEM for any extraordinary maintenance intervention in which you have 
to substitute components and/or spare parts. The spare parts must be compatible 
with the application in the zone 2-22 (II 3GD T4 minimum). The tools used when 

maintaining must be in compliance with the indications for zone 2-22 (II 3GD T4 
minimum). 

9 CLEANING 

Before starting the cleaning make the motor safe. When cleaning the user must 
make sure that the tools (flashlights, aspirators, etc.) are in compliance with the 

regulations for the environment (category II 3 GD). 
  

10 COMPLAINTS 

If the motor gets damaged before the deadline for the warranty period and if that 
damage can be considered a defect of workmanship, before giving the motor back 

you must inform ELVEM and provide the following: 
 Exactly the same information written on the rating plate;  

 The kind of connection of the motor in use; 
 The network voltage and the current of the full-load motor;  
 The ambient temperature and the temperature of the motor frame; 

 The working parameters; 
 The effects and duration of the anomaly; 

The right to get the motor repaired for free is determined: 
 considering the deadline of the warranty; 
 considering if the damage has been caused by wrong handling or installation; 

 considering if the motor has been dismantled before sending it to be 
repaired. 
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11 ANOMALIES: CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS 

Anomaly Possible causes Remedies 

The motors does not get started 

Stop in the voltage 
Check the fuses, the circuit 

breaker or the contactor 

Stop in the stator circuit (i.e. in 

the delta/star switch) 

Separate the lines, check the 
switch and the phases on the 
connecting link 

Damaged bearings 
Substitute the bearings - contact 

ELVEM 

Wrong connections in double 
speed motors 

Modify the connection 

The motor gets started with 
some difficulty, the speed of 
rotation rapidly decreases when 

under load 

The motor designed for delta 

connection has been star 
connected 

Change the connection 

Too low voltage 
Disconnect the motor till the 

voltage reaches normal levels 

While connecting, the fuse gets 

burnt or the circuit breaker gets 
disconnected 

The switch lines of the stator 

have some contact 
Separate the lines 

The two phases of the stator 
have some contact or touch the 
air gap 

Separate the lines, try the phases 
or phases to earth; adjust if 
necessary 

The temperature of the motor 
raises too much, the circuit 
breaker or the contactor gets 
disconnected 

Overload 

Measure the current. If it is too 
high, eliminate the cause for the 
overload in the working motor or 
use a bigger motor 

Damaged/badly greased/faulty 
bearings 

Check how greased and how 
worn the bearings are (specially 

sealed bearings) 

Too high ambient temperature 
Increase cooling or adjust 

ambient temperature 

Obstructed aspirator opening in 

the fan cover 
Clean the fan cover 

Anomalous noises 
Damaged/badly greased/faulty 

bearings 

Check how greased and how 
worn the bearings are (specially 
sealed bearings) 

High vibrations Unsuitable housing structure 
Change the natural frequency of 
the housing by adding weights 

 

 












